
Catelas  Early Case Intelligence 



Catelas® is the first pure-play Early Case Intelligence 
solution based on a law enforcement approach, called 
Relationship Forensics. Because our approach is  
different, results are delivered faster and with greater 
precision.

Surprises cost money and the traditional approach of cull, 
search and review is iterative and wholly dependent on 
keywords selected before a matter is understood. Catelas 
informs you of what you did not know on day 1, even  
before the review begins. It is comprehensive, precise & 
fast and does not rely on keyword guessing.

CURRENT eDISCOVERY CHALLENGES 

WHAT IS  
RELATIONSHIP FORENSICS?

Catelas leverages social network anal-
ysis and behavioral science algorithms 
to analyze communications data, like 
email, IM, telephony and email server 
log files.

By automatically uncovering who is 
talking to whom, what they said and 
how well they know each other, Catelas 
quickly uncovers the ‘hot people’ in any 
corpus and follows their relationships 
to the ‘hot documents’.An Early Case 
Report details the people and content 
that supports early decision making,  
allowing counsel to stay one step ahead.

Over-collection
the scope of discovery is too broad because counsel  
cannot be sure who to exclude

Key-word culling
in order to narrow the scope to reasonable proportions, 
counsel uses ‘best-guess’ keywords

The current process is linear & iterative  
preventing it from delivering early intelligence fast

CATELAS EARLY CASE INTELLIGENCE 

Early Case Assessment is all 
about identifying the right  
people up front and quickly 
reviewing the relevant communi-
cations. Catelas is unique in that 
it provides laser focus on the 
right people and content – much 
faster and ensures you have 
uncovered all pertinent relation-
ships and data for a case. Getting 
it right early is the only way to 
keep costs down.

Scott Emery, former Director of 
Global Investigations, 

State Street Bank 
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FOLLOW THE
RELATIONSHIPS TO THE EVIDENCE

Quickly identify the 
most relevant people based 
on their relationship

The key relationships
lead us to the
most relevant 
keyword-based 
documents



WHAT MAKES CATELAS SO UNIQUE?

Intergrates With 

Law, Nuix

Clearwell, Relativity 

Imports Data 
Bloomberg Messages | Bloomberg Chat Rooms 

Email & Telephony logs | Instant Messages | 

Social Media | .pst | .nsf | .dat 

EDRM XML exports

CATELAS

Identification 
“no surprises”
Determine who to collect before you collect 

Understand who is important, 
both internally and externally  

Drive effective interviews & depositions fast

Focus the collection & defensibly reduce scope

Early Case Intelligence
“tell me what I don’t know already”
Uncover the ‘hot documents’ in hours

Discover Keyword Search terms automatically

Understand who matters & how they connect

Isolate key conversations

Prioritize the review in Relativity

Catelas’ patented algorithms  
automatically uncover & grade 
the relationships that reflect 
‘how business gets done’.  

Visualizing & searching such 
networks quickly identifies 
the key conversations and 
‘hot documents’.  Catelas 
puts counsel ahead of the 
issues and ensures 
surprises are avoided.
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